
 

VO2GoGo Clips:  Mastering Audio Podcasting – Part 2 
 

Instructions to Participants - pick one clip to perform from below: 
 

Union Pacific 

We carry more than 150 years of the raw materials that build homes, create skylines and 
power entire cities. And everywhere we go, we also carry a nation’s pride on the side of our 
locomotives. Union Pacific. Building America. 
 

Kellogg's 

Behold the beauty of balance. Crisp flakes of fiber rich bran, answered by the perfect quantity 
of sun sweetened raisins. And with the sublime addition of ice cold milk, the day begins. 
Tomorrow is waiting. Own the day with Kellogg's Raisin Bran. 
 

Philadelphia  

At Philadelphia, there's an art to making cream cheese. We always use fresh local milk, real 
cream and no preservatives. When it comes to making cream cheese, Philadelphia sets the 
standard. So rich, so creamy. Only Philadelphia. 
 

Knorr 

Use Knorr Rice Sides to turn something you know into something new. First, sauté some 
chicken. Stir in Rice Sides, then fresh tomatoes, basil and mozzarella, and you've got 
something new: Creamy Bruschetta Chicken. Knorr Rice Sides. See a different side. 
 

Purina 

If your dog can dream it, Purina Pro Plan can help him achieve it. Purina Pro Plan's bio-
available formulas deliver optimal nutrient absorption. Purina Pro Plan. Nutrition that 
performs.  
 

Neutrogena 

Are you ready to feel the difference of truly hydrated skin? New Neutrogena Hydro Boost 
Water Gel. Discover our newest breakthrough, and bask in the glow of healthy skin 
hydration. See what everyone's raving about at Neutrogena.com. 
 

Fuji Water 

You don't create the finest water on the planet: you discover it, deep below the surface. 
Bottled at the source, untouched by man. Fuji. It's Earth's finest water. 
 

Degree 

Introducing new Degree Dry Spray. 48 hours superior antiperspirant protection. Ask 
yourself: does your antiperspirant feel dry and clean like this? New Degree Dry Spray. 
Instantly dry for a cleaner feel. 
 

Johnson's 

In just this one moment, your baby is getting even more than clean. The scent, the lather, 
even the tiny bubbles of a Johnson's bath, are designed to enhance the experience. So why 
just clean your baby, when you can give her so much more? Johnson's. So much more. 
 
Taco Bell 

Your morning could use a hand. Taco Bell's Steak and Egg A.M. Crunch Wrap, with a hash 
brown inside. Head for the border for a whole breakfast in one hand. 
 

L'Oreal 

Catch the newest butterfly look: L'Oreal's new Butterfly Intenza Mascara. L'Oreal's new 
double wing brush intensely volumizes, and stretches lashes outward to the extreme, for an 
ultra-intense fanned-out look. New Butterfly Intenza. From L'Oreal Paris. 


